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Vital Masculinity 

Assemblages of debility and capacity in the Danish Lifestyle TV Show Real Men 

 

By Camilla Bruun Eriksen and Karen Hvidtfeldt 

 

Abstract: The Danish TV show Real Men aims to inform viewers about popular health science, 

illness and health-related subjects whilst entertaining them with insights into the lives of people in 

pursuit of “health and happiness” – in this case, a handful of middle-aged men from rural Denmark. 

In this article, we investigate Real Men as an example of the ways in which the middle-aged male-

sexed body is increasingly becoming medicalized. Drawing on assemblage theory and feminist 

theories of class, ability and fat, this article explores how notions of the middle-aged male-sexed 

body occur, assemble and emerge within a mediated framework of health and masculinity with a 

focus on affect and materiality. We introduce the term vital masculinity and suggest it as an 

analytical tool in order to understand how new/old notions of masculinity emerge through 

representations of bodily capacity and debility in a popular mainstream TV show.  

 

Keywords: Assemblage, working-class, fatness, lifestyle and makeover TV, Rigtige Mænd (Real 

Men), vital masculinity, ability 

 

Introduction 

The Danish TV show Rigtige Mænd (Real Men)1 revolves around “[f]ive craftsmen from Jutland with 

a natural hunger for Danish pastries and pints” (Rigtige Mænd, n.d.). Faced with “a real man's 

challenge” in the form of an off-road triathlon, the men must team up with one of the “health gurus 

that they love to hate” in order to succeed (Rigtige Mænd, n.d.). Attuned to emergent themes in 

each episode (such as eating habits, family life, sexuality issues, grooming practices, etc.) this article 

will maintain an analytical focus on the first season (which ran in 2015 and consisted of 6+4 

episodes)2 as this season was the one to spark a wide popularity with Danish viewers and quickly 

 
1 Rigtige Mænd [Real Men] is produced by the production company MakeItBee and was broadcast on national Danish television in 
2015, 2017, 2018 and 2019.  
2 We also followed the Facebook community of Real Men, the recruiting campaigns for new participants and the trailers for the 
upcoming third season, which was – at the time of writing this article – to be broadcasted in 2019. 
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entered the top-ten list for audience numbers. The concept of Real Men has also proven highly 

popular in others ways, not least by being sold to several other countries (Sweden, Germany, 

Finland, Netherlands, Poland and several Baltic Countries) and awarded the most innovative TV 

concept of the year in Denmark (2015). Additionally, an online community has been established in 

order to spread and maintain the presumed effect of the show3 as well as the exercise race ”Rigtige 

Mænd Løbet’ (The Real Men Race) taking place throughout Denmark and supported by The Nordea 

Foundation together with 59 municipalities.  

With a focus on health-related subjects and bodily transformation through weight loss, Real 

Men falls within a popular and mainstream framework of health-related lifestyle and makeover TV 

shows (e.g. Shedding for the wedding, I used to be fat, Extreme weight loss and The biggest loser), 

however, this show stands out in at least two ways. Firstly, whilst most health-related reality shows 

with weight loss as the focal point spent a significant amount of time showing participants struggling 

to cope mentally (e.g. crying, acting up and sobbing), Real Men does not. Instead the men are mostly 

seen laughing, cracking jokes and falling short in various activities, all in all contributing to a (rarely 

seen) enjoyable, humoristic and self-ironic atmosphere. Secondly, Real Men breaks with tradition 

by focusing solely on men, as the female body both historically and on screen has traditionally been 

the object of medical fascination, bodily discipline and beauty-enhancing treatments (Bordo, 2000). 

By focusing specifically on middle-aged bodies, the TV show also constructs the middle-aged male-

sexed body as a site of regulatory intervention. Thus, Real Men relates to what Amanda Lotz calls 

televised masculinities (Lotz, 2014) and is an example of the ways in which the middle-aged male-

sexed body is now also increasingly becoming medicalized by being subjected to treatments and 

modifications, e.g. rejuvenating products and treatments, medicine and performance-enhancing 

substances (Bordo, 2000; Conrad, 2007; Kampf, Marshall & Petersen 2013; Rosenfeld & Faircloth 

2006).  

Consequently, the participants face a dual purpose of “becoming healthy” and mastering a 

“new form” of masculinity with an extended focus on care, feelings, family values, etc. As such, Real 

Men not only relates to notions of health and bodywork but also intersects with contemporary 

discussions of the multiplicity of and culturally constructed nature of masculinities – intersections 

that this article will pursue and attempt to unfold by suggesting the term vital masculinity. In doing 

 
3 See www.rigtigemaend.dk 
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so, we argue that Real Men adds to current hegemonic status with new/old interpretations of 

embodied masculinity in which neoliberal goals of bodily optimization and ability intersect in new 

and interesting ways worth exploring.  

 

Assembling Real Men 

With Real Men’s particular interest in health challenges facing Danish men with little or no 

education, we are reminded of Beverley Skeggs’ observation that certain aspects of and narratives 

around working-class culture are being re-evaluated in order to enhance and confirm middle-class 

viewers sense of personhood (Skeggs, 2004, p. 96). Thus, while the overall aim of lifestyle and 

makeover TV shows like Real Men is seemingly to inform viewers about health-related subjects, 

such shows can also be said to belong to a category of reality TV that might revolve around working-

class participants, but actually rather implies (and help constitute) a much larger middle class 

audience. According to Skeggs in fact, representations of the working class very often “(…) have 

absolutely nothing to do with the working-class themselves, but are about the middle class creating 

value for themselves in a myriad of ways, through distance, denigration and disgust as well as 

appropriation and affect of attribution.” (Skeggs, 2004, p. 118). Much like Skeggs, we too are 

interested in how relations (such as those between the working class and middle class) are and 

become imbued with power and in extension: “(…) how value is attached and attributed to people 

and groups through inscription” (Skeggs, 2004, p. 13), but while Skeggs primarily explores relations 

between bodies, our approach to Real Men aims to underline the always-already-relatedness not 

only of bodies but also of objects and technologies, affects and narrative.  

In order to better grasp and discuss such interrelatedness of bodies, things and affects, we 

draw on critical theory in continuation of Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari’s thoughts on  

assemblages (Deleuze & Guattari, 1984, 1987), and as an effect of this approach we attempt to 

maintain a switch in focus from the individual body (and thus, a biomedical focus on form and 

function) to an understanding of the body as embraced in relation to other bodies (as well as e.g. 

lifeless objects, institutions and ideas) through ever-changing experiences of “becoming”.  

Also building on this theoretical framework is Jasbir Puar, who in The Right to Maim (2017), 

considers the mechanism by which debility, disability and capacity are employed by neoliberalism 

in order to produce and maintain precarious populations. Within this framework disability, rather 
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than an identity, becomes an assemblage of sensations, affects and forces. With reference to Lauren 

Berlant (2007), Puar focuses particularly on the interdependent relationship between bodily 

capacity and bodily debility. She points out how discourses in this context help “(…) reproduce 

neoliberalism’s heightened demands for bodily capacity, even as this same neoliberalism marks out 

populations for (…) ‘slow death’— the debilitating ongoingness of structural inequality and 

suffering” (Puar, 2017, p. 1). Although we do not in this article specifically explore representations 

of disability in Real Men, we do appreciate Puar’s conceptualization of assemblages as well as her 

thoughts linking understandings of bodily capacities to increasing neoliberal demands for health 

and personal agency. Thus, according to Puar, it is the ongoing and (seemingly) never-ending 

biopolitical population control and evaluation of all bodies “(…) in relation to their success or failure 

in terms of health, wealth, progressive productivity, upward mobility, [and] enhanced capacity” 

(Puar, 2017, p. 15) that propagate the construction of both failed and capacitated bodies. 

Following Puar, we wish to consider how and why some bodies are perceived as vital and 

capacitated, and thus are folded into life, while others are not and most are often simultaneously 

both (Puar, 2017, p. xv). But while Puar does this in order to question which bodies are made to pay 

for progress (Ibid.: 13), we wonder what “progress” looks like within a mediated framework of 

health, bodywork and masculinities such as Real Men? Thus, by analytically unfolding the ways 

bodies occur, assemble and emerge within the framework of Real Men, we want to explore 

narratives of “progress” (e.g. in the form of becoming a healthy “real man” and “overcoming” 

weight gain and physical decay) and discuss how representations of ability, capacity and vitality help 

shape and possibly transform understandings of masculinities. Before doing so however, we will 

briefly attempt to unfold our understanding and use of gender-related terms such as “masculinity”, 

“men” and “male” as well as proposing the term vital masculinity.  

 

(Vital) Masculinity  

Drawing on the gender studies subfield of Critical Studies on Men and Masculinities (CSMM) and 

poststructural notions of identity, we understand gender as an inescapable and destabilized 

performative doing (Butler, 1990, 1993; Hearn, 2019) and take point of departure in Raewyn 

Connells conceptualization of hegemonic masculinity (Connell, 1985, 2012). In her work Eve 

Kosofsky Sedgwick has shown how heterosexual masculinity is especially defined and structured 
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around the violent exclusion of homosexual male desire and echoing this Michael Kimmel has 

argued that masculinity should be conceptualized as hierarchal power relations to the feminine and 

to other forms of masculinity. Thus, hegemonic masculinity has been constructed and enabled by 

homophobia and the escape from the feminine and contributes to underscore the patriarchal 

organization of society (Kimmel, 1990; Sedgwick, 1985). In other words, masculinities can be 

conflicting and are always situated in social hierarchies.  

In contrast to this the term “inclusive masculinity” coined by Eric Anderson (2009), points to 

the fact that contemporary masculinity has become radically more diverse and non-exclusive. Based 

on Anderson’s observations among university-attending men within specific sports environments in 

North American and Western Europe research he identifies shifting cultural attitudes towards 

former stereotypical gender roles and concludes that “things are now finally beginning to change” 

from what he labels “orthodox masculinity” (Anderson, 2009, p. 4). Likewise, Karla Elliot argues that 

a contemporary wave of CSMM focused on men’s caring and nurturing is emerging largely from the 

EU as men increasingly reject domination and embrace gender equality, relationality and care as 

positive values (Elliott, 2016, p. 244). As we will argue, the Real Men-show develops within these 

divisions between new and traditional notions of masculinities.  

Another claim of high importance to this article is that masculinities are not reserved male 

bodies (Halberstam, 1998) even though they often refer to them (as we shall also see in the case of 

Real Men), thus to ascribe masculinities to primarily (or perhaps even solely) cis-male bodies is a 

mistake. This, however, does not mean that bodies cannot be taken into consideration when 

exploring masculinities. According to Connell and Messerschmidt hegemonic masculinity ‘‘should 

not be regarded only as a cultural norm as gender relations also are constituted through 

nondiscursive practices, including wage labor, violence, sexuality, domestic labor, and childcare as 

well as through unreflective routinized actions.’’ (Connell & Messerschmidt, 2005, p. 842). Also, 

masculinities should not merely be considered social identities, nor should men’s bodies be reduced 

to a matter of testes and penises (Connell, 2012, p. 1678). Instead, bodies are always a part of and 

“at work” within social relationships. Thus, bodies play an important and active role in the 

construction of gender, because bodies, as both objects and agents of practice, have a material 

reality that binds and situates them in the world (Connell, 2005, p. 61).  
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Anna Hickey-Moody argues that hegemonic masculinity should be understood as the 

culturally dominant form of masculinity at any given time in the sense of an imaginary ideal against 

which all men compare themselves. She also highlights Connell’s interest in the connections 

between the biological and social, in the individual male body and in the prevailing norms about 

masculinity (expressed most obviously in sport) and points out the similarities between Connell’s 

notion of hegemonic masculinity, Butler’s theory of performativity and assemblage in the tradition 

following Deleuze and Guttari (Hickey-Moody, 2019, pp. 18–19). In extension of this, we wish to 

stress that assemblage theory provides the opportunity for complex analytical approaches including 

discursive and non-discursive, structural, imaginaries, as well as human and nonhuman elements. 

Viewing masculinity as dynamic and ever-changing assemblages allows us to acknowledge gender 

as performative and contextual and to examine for instance urban masculinities or rural 

masculinities as unstable connections in their specific contexts. In our analysis of Real Men we in 

particular want to include a focus on masculinity as being not exclusively a human quality and on 

the  connections between humans and the things that identified as masculine (Campana 2015, 

Hickey-Moody 2019: 42) Of special relevance for our approach to the Real Men show is also the 

understanding of masculinity as desire and following this the constant fear of failure. With reference 

to Kimmel and Berlant’s work, Jonathan Allan suggests approaching hegemonic masculinity as a 

form of “cruel optimism”. The haunting image of what men are supposed to be like thus appears as 

a becoming to be achieved, but at the same time an unreachable ideal (Allan 2018). This we will 

argue, is a particular relevant point when it comes to ideals of health and bodily performance as is 

the case in the Real Men-show. 

Together with Puar’s thoughts on able-bodied and neoliberal informed ideals of self-reliance, 

stability and productivity, we want to suggest and discuss the emergence of a masculinity ideal 

closely linked to notions of capacity and health – an ideal we suggest to define as vital masculinity. 

Resting on the premise that beauty, bodywork, and health are doings and a matter of lifestyle that 

can (and should) be manipulated as well as enhanced in order to embody notions of hegemonic 

masculinity – but also highly idealized health ideals such as longevity and self-governance – vital 

masculinity pillars an ideal of being physically potent, active and invested in health, fitness and 

beauty practices while refraining from a “vain”, “feminized”, and “unhealthy” preoccupation with 

one’s self-image and appearance. 
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A focus on vitality within an assemblage framework enables us to give consideration to the 

ways in which some bodies are folded into life through perceived health-enhancing practices and 

the use of life-prolonging technologies imbued with affective discourses of “transformation”, 

“progress” and “happiness”. In other words, and keeping in mind Puar’s conceptualisation of 

debility, disability and capacity, we understand orientations towards vitality as a way of approaching 

life itself by attempting to align oneself more closely with capacity. According to Puar however, such 

an alignment is not only regulated and controlled by neoliberal logics of and demands for 

profitability, but also, and more essentially, made possible in the first place by biopolitical 

valorisations of life itself. Nikolas Rose refers to this marriage between biopolitics and market forces 

as “bioeconomics” and claims that we have entered an age of vital politics in which vitality in and of 

itself has become a potential source of value (2001, p. 22). Against this background, we suggest that 

vitality is a new class marker and a form of symbolic capital. For those already understood to 

“contain” it, vitality is a positively inscribed value, while for those seeking to be associated with it, 

proximity to certain ideals like “healthy” and “active” are crucial. In the following approach to Real 

Men we ask how the media production constructs gender in this specific contemporary context. 

How is vital masculinity alternately sustained and challenged in the narrative? How is progress 

understood and what do “vitality” offer as analytical turning point and tool?  

 

A first look at Real Men 

Each season of Real Men follows a handful of men, all white and recruited from rural or provincial 

areas of Denmark and most of them middle-aged,4 in their pursuit of a “healthier lifestyle”. The 

men all work as craftsmen (e.g. bricklayer, electrician, blacksmith, mechanic, farmer) or unskilled 

workers (e.g. sewer worker, slaughterhouse worker, rubbish collector, handyman). An introduct-

ory voiceover at the beginning of the show informs the viewer that these types of jobs traditionally 

implied hard physical work, but that today more and more machines and technologies have taken 

over the heavy bodily aspects of this type of labour. However, according to the introduction, the 

men's way of life, their self-understanding and self-discipline has unfortunately not adapted to the 

new conditions. Thus, the men are portrayed as eating too much (fatty foods), drinking too many 

 
4 The participants in season 1 (2015) and in season 2 (2017) have chronological ages of between 22 and 46 (and the programme 
points out that their “body-age” is several years higher). See: https://www.dr.dk/levnu/krop/foer-og-efter-se-de-rigtige-maend and 
https://www.dr.dk/tv/se/rigtige-maend/rigtige-maend-det-nye-hold/rigtige-maend-det-nye-hold-1-6 

https://www.dr.dk/levnu/krop/foer-og-efter-se-de-rigtige-maend
https://www.dr.dk/tv/se/rigtige-maend/rigtige-maend-det-nye-hold/rigtige-maend-det-nye-hold-1-6
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beers and spending most of their free time resting on the couch instead of doing “healthy” 

activities such as exercising or activities with friends and family. In order to address this problem, 

the show introduces a fit and urban male coach and appoints him to help the group overcome 

what is understood and presented to the viewer as a lack of motivation, physical awkwardness and 

a childish and typically “male” sense of stubbornness. Challenging the participants to lose weight, 

both physically (through exercise and fitness-related activities) as well as psychologically (by 

changing their social and eating habits, etc.), the coach attempts to make the men realize their 

own urgent need to regain physical strength as well as sensory abilities and mastery of their (fat 

and rebellious) bodies. Thus, the show aims to inspire the men to enjoy sport and exercise, and to 

turn vegetables and healthy food into objects of desire, while transforming beer, pizza and napping 

on the couch into negatively invested things to avoid.  

However, the positive effects of bodily transformation promoted by the show do more than 

just push forward the narrative structure of the show. As with most other makeover-related TV 

shows, the body in Real Men is represented as a mouldable and transformative matter subject to 

and awaiting an entrepreneurial Self (Heller, 2007; Kyrölä, 2014; Raisborough, 2014, 2016; Sender 

& Sullivan, 2008; Weber, 2009). Thus, paying special attention to objects and the different health-

enhancing technologies made available to the men helps to make visible the micro-processes in 

which the men take part in order to become Real (vital) Men.  

 

Bits and pieces: objects and technologies of health  

There is a quite a long list of participants in the show that perhaps unsurprisingly did not make it to 

the list of credits, even though they played a significant part in the story. The list includes a little 

blue car transporting the five men across the country, the much-loved beer cans and the social 

activities surrounding them, motorized vehicles like a tractor or an excavator, steaks and gravy, the 

couch and the remote. The reason for this is of course that objects are not generally considered 

capable of playing an active role in narratives, as they are often thought of as mere tools without 

agency. Within an assemblage framework however, we are able to consider how an object like the 

car plays an important part in the show’s establishment of a health-assemblage as we attempt to 

take into account the interrelatedness of material, affective, linguistic and cultural influences and 

practices. By doing so, it becomes clear that health, unhealthiness and disease are not inert qualities 
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of a human body, but must be understood in relation to e.g. cultural, social and biological elements 

and factors. In his article on the “ill-health assemblage” Nick Fox underlines this point, noting that 

“(…) [a] body may have a physical relation to gravity, a psychological relation to its parent, and a 

cultural relation to a nationality” (2011, p. 363). In the case of Real Men, the group of men are seen 

to have psychological relations to their families and friends, social ties to the region where they live 

and work, physical connections to their jobs and the tools they use to do these jobs, and desires for 

electronics, motorized vehicles and fatty foods such as sweets and beer. Instead of being ‘merely’ 

tools that the men both deploy and enjoy, these objects can be thought of as bits and pieces that 

help shape the type of health-assemblage established within the show – making it possible as well 

to consider the men’s bodies as forms of ‘hybrids' interconnected to the remote as well as the 

couch, the gravy, the tools and the beer can.  

An example of this is the small blue car that under normal circumstances would probably not 

be considered big enough for five grownups, but which is nevertheless used to transport the five 

men around and across the country. The lack of space inside the car means that the men are 

squeezed together in the seats. On the one hand, this imagery serves to emphasize the participants’ 

(too) large bodies but is also a visual metaphor for the men becoming a group by leaving their 

individual traits and problems behind as they squeeze together and set off. As such the car does 

more than just transport the men; it creates relationships and transforms them into a united team. 

Interestingly, the beer cans do something similar. While the men are portrayed as having different 

preferences when it comes to food, they all agree that beer tastes great. And while it is well-known 

that alcohol can quickly take the awkward edge off a social event, beer seems to do more than 

merely offer the men a shared experience of being somewhat drunk together in an attempt to get 

to know each other better. Portrayed as a shared preference in taste, but also a small personal 

luxury best enjoyed among equals (other workmen) in relaxed settings as a reward for demanding 

physical work, the beer can becomes both a social and a cultural fixing point, situating the men 

within conventional but also quite stereotypical notions of a rural and working class masculinity in 

stark contrast to the urban, ‘modern’, and water-drinking coach.  

Another example bringing us closer to our discussion of health and masculinities is the couch. 

Presented as a desired object that, in the long run, weakens rather than strengthens the men’s 

bodies, the couch in combination with the remote and the TV are presented as ‘dangerous’ health-
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threatening and disabling technologies that the men must learn to disengage from. In contrast, 

competitions, physical challenges and companionship in the shape of male friendship are described 

and presented as health-promoting activities that can help the men rid themselves of the idea that 

they (and their bodies in general) need rest. Thus, the men are encouraged to learn to engage in 

other and new merges of body and technology, now with the bike, wet suit, running shoes and the 

garden tools as body and life-prolonging technologies. And instead of listening to (what they are 

told are) the false claims of their bodies telling them that they are tired from work, the men are 

given new knowledge about the needs of their bodies through biomedical technologies such as 

blood tests, body-age tests, body measurement and fitness tests.  

As well as the many different kinds of body and fitness tests, the camera in particular serves 

as a “truth-teller” technology. In order to make the men realize the gravity of the situation they 

have got themselves into by “letting their bodies go”, a photo shoot of the almost naked men is 

arranged early in the show. In order to “expose” the men to the fact that their mental (and positive) 

body image is in fact incorrect, the five men are confronted with an external gaze on themselves 

using a camera. The photo shoot serves not only as a “visual proof” that the men’s “lazy lifestyle” 

and preference for meat, cakes and beer counters their health (they look fat), but also their 

masculinity (e.g. female body traits such as “man boobs”). In this context Kathleen LeBesco has 

suggested that while men’s bodies are not so aggressively policed as women’s the dreaded 

“androgynous” effects on the normative male-sexed body is not easily escaped either (2004, p. 87). 

Further LeBesco points out, that when fat changes the contours of the body the precarious nature 

of gender constructs as well as the relative status of the male sexed body is threatened. The bodies 

occurring on Real Men is no exception. Ashamed of their “actual appearance”, the men are 

encouraged to “take action” and embrace a transformation that they are told will give their bodies 

new affective qualities. Relying on the assumption that the camera never lies, the men are portrayed 

as finally “coming clean” upon seeing the pictures and admitting to themselves how they “really” 

feel about their bodies. This admission is depicted as an important first step towards a 

transformation away not only from a “feminized” body, but also from a conventional type of 

masculinity, which until now has meant that the men have been less concerned with body ideals, 

mostly because these concerns have traditionally been associated with and read as a feminine 

identity marker and are therefore not considered an appropriate or relevant masculine doing to be 
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taken up by “real men”. In other words; the men’s sense of masculinity is presented as “outdated” 

and “old-fashioned” and therefore as what is ultimately holding them back from becoming healthy 

– something their “vital” coach must help them change.  

 

Laugh it off: makeover transformations and the cultural currency of coolness 

As briefly pointed out in the introduction, what sets Real Men apart from other but similar health-

related lifestyle and makeover TV shows is the humoristic and self-ironic atmosphere that 

characterizes the show. Like most other makeover shows, Real Men is a melodramatic journey of 

transformation following the logic of a Before and After-narrative in which (bodily) ideals as well as 

the kind of selves deemed in need of transformation materialize as either the valued result of a 

successful intervention or as what simply needs to be done away with (Heller, 2007; Raisborough, 

2014; Weber, 2009). While often associated with fashion, bodily and cosmetic transformations the 

genre of makeover with the overall imperative to transform has extended over the years to include 

gardens, houses, cars, weddings, parenting and personal finance. In an effort to vindicate so called 

“trash TV” Jayne Raisborough, who has written extensively on the subject of the makeover, points 

to the omnipresent nature of The Makeover in Western culture (2004). According to her, it is 

possible to speak of a “health makeover” and thus crucial that we scrutinize such a formation’s  “(…) 

ability to instruct, guide and shape citizenship through the endorsement of, and instruction in, the 

values of neoliberalism: self-control, self-responsibility, self-entrepreneurialism, and self-

improvement” (Raisborough, 2014, p. 157). Often drawing on Foucault, it has been widely argued 

by cultural studies scholars that reality television (including makeover shows) holds a pedagogical 

function, yet according to Skeggs and Helen Wood it is important to remember that affective 

responses by viewers can in fact disrupt any pedagogical encounter, thus pointing out that 

responses may always be guessed at but never fully known in advance (2012, p. 221; see also e.g. 

Sender & Sullivan, 2008). For this reason, Raisborough also underlines that reality television should 

be understood ”(…) not as a single coherent transmitter of pedagogy, but as a node in wider, messy 

framework of complex heterogeneous power relations and technologies” (2016, p. 96). This is 

important to keep in mind not only when discussing the impact of reality TV on viewers but also 

when trying to make sense of Real Men’s use of humour.  
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While seeing the five men laugh and joke around obviously helps to emphasize one of the 

show’s primary arguments, namely that health issues and exercise can be (made) enjoyable and fun, 

humour is also used to turn the five men into characters that the viewers can and want to identify 

with despite the programme’s somewhat contradictory portrayal of them as being stubborn, 

childish, sore losers and picky eaters. In this way, Real Men sets itself apart from other makeover 

shows by breaking (at least partly) with what has been termed a ‘unifying principle’ behind any 

successful reality show: humiliation (Mendible, 2004, p. 335). While the use of humiliation has 

certainly not vanished from the show, it is not fundamental to the show and almost always comes 

draped in self irony and sarcasm. Thus, humour helps smooth over the men’s less positive and 

childish traits but also ascribes a shared quality to the group – that of being funny. Additionally, the 

men are tied together through conventional and rather gender-conservative shared notions of what 

it means to be a “real man” (e.g. being a breadwinner and a provider for one’s family, being 

physically strong, knowing how to fix things, eating meats and drinking alcohol), something that is 

framed by the show as both symptomatic of as well as originating from their rural working class 

background. Thus, the five men are represented as “traditional” and quite “old-fashioned” men.  

In an effort to challenge the five men’s “traditional mindset” and get them to “leave their 

comfort-zone”, the group is given spa treatments and taught how to meditate, doings the men 

associate with femininity and are portrayed as struggling with. The coach explains that mental 

health and well-being are important components to one’s overall health, and although the men 

ultimately agree with this, their gender-conservative discussions of what is (supposed to be) 

pleasurable for a man are still portrayed to the viewer as a problematic obstacle holding the men 

back’ from taking part in important and “modern” health practices. Skeggs has called attention to a 

popular and similar narrative based firmly on the belief that “[t]he respectable middle-class are the 

phantasmic construction of the modern nation, hindered by the white working class who represents 

the atavistic block to change.” (2004, p. 98). In much the same way, Real Men presents the men’s 

gender-conservative rhetoric as outdated and directly rooted in working class and rural masculinity, 

thus implying that rural working-class masculinity is specifically what is standing in the way of 

change, or in this case: vital masculinity. According to Skeggs however, history holds a long line of 

white upper- and middle-class men using the cultural practices and symbols of black and white 

working-class men to enhance their proximity to hegemonic masculinity (2004, p. 105). Thus certain 
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aspects of working class culture are also being re-evaluated in this process, like that of authenticity. 

An example of this is the voiceover at the beginning of each show introducing the five men: “These 

are big men, real men, with hair on their chests – and on their feelings. Men who drink beer and eat 

steak – completely natural men”. According to the voiceover, the five men are not (unlike unnamed 

others) pretentious and (too) occupied with either their bodies or beauty ideals or feelings (they are 

‘big men’ who eat and drink what they want and even their feelings are “mature” enough to have 

chest hair) but hardworking providers who like the simplicity of beer and steak, and thus are 

“completely natural men”. While this, as already discussed, frames the men as “old-fashioned” and 

gender-conservative, it also simultaneously enables the men to claim authenticity as an aspect of 

their “old-school” and working-class masculinity. Being “completely natural”, “old-school” as well 

as funny are made into fixed cultural properties of the group and converted into cultural currency 

in the form of “authenticity” as well as “coolness”. Interestingly then, the five men are expected to 

simultaneously embody certain aspects of middle class as well as working class masculinity if they 

are to hold on to and claim their “authentic past” while also orienting themselves towards an 

imagined healthier, happier and more capable vital future.  

 

Affective narratives: risk, happiness and weight loss 

Returning to the example of the photo shoot used to highlight (to both viewers and to the men 

themselves) that the five men’s mental body image is in fact “incorrect” as the pictures “proves” 

that they are not as slim as they believe themselves to be, body fat quickly becomes an indicator of 

ill-health and unhappiness. The fact that the men could potentially be fat and healthy at the same 

time (and, in addition, possibly satisfied with and happy about their fat bodies) is not expressed as 

an option in the show. With reference to Sara Ahmed (2004) and her claim that emotions are 

cultural practices that hold affective power and organize our modes of life, the show can be said to 

relate to slimness and health as happy objects guiding the five men, but also to fatness as an un-

happy object to which only bad feelings “stick”. Thus, slimness becomes an embodied measure of 

happiness, while simultaneously transforming the body into an exposing tell-tale, and as such, a 

physical proof of the men’s “true” state of happiness. Furthermore, by presupposing that the men 

do not really care about their bodies (if they did, they would obviously be slim) and are also ignorant 

of general “health-issues”, the show deploys and feeds into a number of discriminatory and highly 
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common bio-medical/political imaginaries about the fat body. The strongest one probably being a 

popular fatphobic narrative explaining fatness as an “epidemic” with the potential to bankrupt 

Western economies due to excessive healthcare costs – a narrative that not only permits the 

construction, but also the controlling of fat bodies both materially and representationally as 

dangerous risk populations in need of strict supervision and discipline (McPhail & Bombak, 2015, p. 

541; Wykes, 2014).  

In the case of our five men, a risk narrative is emphasized by the constant and highly affective 

confrontation that the men face, not only from the coach, but also from their families telling the 

men that they need to conform to normative body ideals in order to live and grow old with their 

loved ones. Framed then, as ticking time bombs, any refusal or scepticism uttered by the men when 

faced with physical or mental challenges renders them irresponsible and selfish. Thus, not wanting 

(or being able) to orient oneself towards the happy object of the slim body that denotes “good 

health” and the opportunity to live (longer) is presented to the viewer as an irrational but also 

voluntary deselection of happiness. As also outlined by Skeggs in her work on fatness and class, risk 

narratives carry a long tradition of discursively attributing waste and danger to the working class: 

”(...) typified by the profligate spender and the feminized couch potato” (2004, p. 103). With 

reference to the work of Sally Munt, Skeggs further points out that the danger of the working class 

“(…) emerges from boundaries being threatened, from a feminine excess which needs constraint, 

of fat, cigarette-smoking, beer-drinking men who have become a drain on the social body” (Skeggs, 

2004, p. 104). While much has been done to avoid the dire and gloomy tone and atmosphere often 

deployed in health-related lifestyle and makeover TV shows, it is not hard to identify this type of 

affective narrative on Real Men. Not only identified as working class based on their line of work, the 

five men also become recognizable as such through the combination of their fat bodies and ‘lack’ of 

what are believed to be middle class attributes (e.g. self-control, modesty, self-restraint, and 

respectability). As is most often the case when showcasing the fat body on TV, the five men are 

portrayed as irresponsible and wasteful (of their health and time) as well as excessive and vulgar (in 

their eating habits) and in need of discipline and restraint (in order to tame their childish, impulsive 

and desire-driven behaviour) (see e.g. Eriksen, 2017; Kyrölä, 2014; LeBesco, 2003; Mosher, 2001; 

Raisborough, 2014). Thus, in Real Men the slim body, in addition to happiness, represents social 

(and upward) mobility. By disciplining their bodies, eating habits and general lifestyles in accordance 
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with middle class ideals, the five men are given the “possibility” to distance themselves from their 

working-class background inscribed onto the men’s bodies in the form of fatness.  

Placing the men’s affective as well as physical labour to transform themselves within a broader 

context of neoliberal demands for bodily capacity, as described by Puar, health is presented on the 

show as a set of revitalizing doings offered to and (freely) chosen by the subject. Thus, failing to 

apply this new mindset to the body (through changes of taste preferences, weight loss, etc.) 

converts bodily form (and especially failed attempts to embody mainstream beauty ideals) into an 

easy indicator of ill-health, but also into a “betraying matter” understood as an obstacle to the mind 

as well as the entrepreneurial project of the Self. Echoing a Cartesian mind-body split, the body 

which emerges in and through the show is presented as something that not only can but must be 

transformed and exceeded in order to reach its “true” and full potential. For the men this means 

fundamental lifestyle changes and a new, different and “healthy” mindset, which is to be achieved 

through an affective orientation towards the happy object of “the vital and healthy body”. To 

measure whether or not the five men in fact develop this mindset is not easily done, and so the 

men’s ability to physically transform their “Before”-bodies into active, vital and desirable “After”-

bodies is depicted as an overall indicator of change. Thus, physical mobility, adaptability, and 

(bodily) transformation indicate not only “personal growth” and “progress” but also “happiness” 

and help create a forward-moving narrative as well as an ideal in the form of a flexible, slender, 

able-bodied and thus happy subject (not just willing but) capable of change.  

 

Working-class bodies: holding on to dear life 

Throughout the show, the five men participate in different activities (e.g. biking, swimming and 

running) in competition with other groups such as older men, Paralympic swimmers, children and 

female professional athletes. The men often lose, which is portrayed as an embarrassing and 

emasculating experience that exposes the underlying premise of the show, namely that (real) men 

“obviously” and by the “natural order of things” should be superior and able to prevail in physical 

competitions against any other group of human beings. With discourse throughout the show often 

focusing on what it means to be a “real man” (e.g. men are more competitive than women, men 

take action while women talk) this premise is reinforced. And while such reflections can easily be 

explained to originate from notions of traditional gender roles, they can also be said to draw on a 
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series of imaginaries about bodily capacity. Thus, closely linked to the show’s discussions of 

masculinities are questions of the construction of capacitated and able bodies.  

Puar writes that even though capacity and debility should not be understood as a continuum, 

those folded into life are most often seen as capacious and thus on the “right side” of capacity, while 

those targeted for a “slow death” are figured as on the side of debility (2017, p. 13). The five men’s 

efforts to transform their fat working class bodies into progress and vitality-oriented ability 

machines through the use of life-prolonging technologies and happiness-infused health practices 

such as running and eating vegetables can thus be read as an attempt to align themselves more 

closely with notions of capacity and life itself. In doing so, the men simultaneously distance 

themselves from signs of debility, which in the show is instead inscribed onto other bodies such as 

those of women and people with disabilities, who are portrayed as certainly capable (they win 

competitions against the five men), but figured so only to a certain degree and always temporarily 

(the men should be able to beat them if in proper shape and surely will once their bodies are fit for 

it). Presented as only capable of losing because of their fat bodies slowing them down, the five men 

are given the chance throughout the show to improve their bodies and in doing so to regain their 

lost (but innate) privileged social position as “naturally capable” based on bodily capacities. If the 

men’s experience of losing is portrayed as emasculating and embarrassing, it is partly because Real 

Men is based on a belief that able-bodied men (‘even’ the working class, fat and middle aged ones) 

are entitled to such a privileged position – especially in comparison with other groups (e.g. women, 

older men, children and people with disabilities) more closely linked to debility. The capacities of 

the five men’s bodies are thus closely intertwined with classed and gendered privileges and power 

relations as described by Skeggs – and keeping in mind her critique of the way in which 

representations of working-class culture are often used to constitute and create self-value for the 

middle class – the five men’s bodies represent far more than the essential matter of fat and muscles; 

they also exemplify a health-related horror scenario for the middle class viewer following the show 

at home feeling appalled by the five men’s ‘lazy’ and ‘overindulgent’ behaviour (symbolized by e.g. 

eating processed and pre-cooked foods, lying on the couch, (unrepentantly) snacking and generally 

using their time “unproductively”). In other words, at its core Real Men displays uncared-for bodies 

and communicates what needs to be changed. By caring for their bodies in “the right way” (e.g. by 

eating more vegetables, exercising and not smoking and, as an extension of this, caring for their 
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families by not dying young) the five men are offered and allowed an existence on the side of 

capacity, as Puar might put it. In other words, by taking on and (in time) mastering middle class 

approved and highly valued health practices and ideals, and thus aligning themselves more closely 

with a larger economy of health, the men balance between the promise of ultimately being folded 

into life and the cruel optimism of an unreachable ideal. 

 

Closing remarks: feeling vital  

Real Men is a prime-time entertainment show and at the same time a biosocial experiment that 

attempts to re-territorialize aspects of conventional notions of masculinity by pushing a group of 

men (but also men in general watching the show) in the direction of what we have argued to be a 

more “contemporary” form of masculinity valorizing notions of vitality and encouraging of those 

capable of embodying such a term. Thus, vitality here points to a complex and ever-shifting set of 

health-related doings, underlined by our analysis, which found that neither the story of the five 

men’s weight loss nor that of “good health” in general are simple and straightforward narratives. 

Further, our analysis have shown that Real Men embodies an immediate contradiction between 

middle-class values and future-oriented health and fitness strategies (represented by the coach as 

well as by his use of modern fitness technology and knowledge about health gained from higher 

education studies) and elements of authenticity and working-class culture (e.g. celebrating family 

values, men meeting up for a beer at the local pub, traditional ways of life in rural and provincial 

areas of the country). In this way and using humour, the five men are cast as authentic and funny 

but also as someone in dire need of transformation, while the coach signifies modernity and an 

orientation towards a healthy future where progress is sustained and challenged at the same time. 

In this way, the show’s representations of contemporary and vital masculinity occur both as related 

to the fit and capable body as well as to the desire to meet new standards of intimate relations in 

the family. In our exploration of the show, we have attempted to demonstrate how the concept of 

vitality can serve as an analytical tool capable of unpacking contemporary masculinity as an 

assemblage including elements of affect and materiality emerging in and around both the “natural” 

and the medicalized body, between ability and debility. Put a little differently, we put forward the 

concept of vital masculinity not as a straightforward and easily identifiable identity category but as 

an analytical tool to be used in the unfolding of the dynamics and interrelatedness of masculinity, 
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medicalization and health—hopefully making it more clear how not only bodies but also objects, 

social relations and affects take active part in assemblages of these forms of embodiments. 
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